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MyXoops is happy to announce an exciting development for your XOOPS - our extensive
Dreamweaver extension for XOOPS Theme and template production is finally available for use
with Dreamweaver MX 2004.

This exciting utility now offers more features and functionality than ever, neatly including every
smarty variable for XOOPS theme production in an easily accessible drop-down menu. We
have also included codes for multiple themes/stylesheets and an easily editable horizontal
navigation with dynamically generated sublinks - now just click, edit & go for your own fast and
highly dynamic XOOPS themes.

Thanks to XOOPS-Tips and Peak XOOPS Support for providing these codes.
MyXoopsExtensions also offer built in support for Center-Top and Center-Bottom blocks, usable
with the header hack from Happy Linux - as well as easily implemented collapsing right and left
blocks.

XOOPS Theme production has never been so fast and easy! No longer cut and paste from old
themes to create new ones, build your XOOPS themes from scratch in a fraction of the time with
MyXoopsExtensions and Dreamweaver MX 2004.

We have spent a lot of time, effort and energy creating this great tool - we even had to buy a
new computer just to make this release possible. In the hopes of recouping some of the cost of
creating this utility, we are requesting that everyone who finds this component as useful as we
do help support MyXoops design and development by contributing a small donation of $5 or
more, or by joining MyXoops Club. If you cannot contribute monetarily you can help us by rating
our utilities and contributing your own resources to the site. Keep MyXoopsExtensions free and
up to date, support MyXoops!

Thank you for your support, and happy theming!

Download MyXoops Extensions for Dreamweaver MX 2004 here.

http://www.myxoops.com/
http://xoops-tips.com/
http://www.peak.ne.jp/xoops/
http://linux2.ohwada.net/
http://www.myxoops.com/modules/club/
http://www.myxoops.com/modules/mydownloads/
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